The paper presents an experimental toolkit for modeling and solving funy constraint satisfaction problems @CSPs) called JFSolver. JPSolver is a Java based library developed as an extension of a crisp constraint programming library b provide M enhanced functionality for handling luny constraints including luny constraint specification, propagation and search mechanisms. JFSolver comprises an application programming interface for f n q constraint programming and P graphical editor for interactive problem detinition and salving. This functionality is demonstrated with an illustrative example.
1. INTRODUCTION Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) are a general formalism often used in modeling and solving a wide range of real-world problems including decision support, optimization, design, scheduling and planning (e.g. [3, I I, 13, 14, 15, 161) . A crisp CSP involves a number of variables related (constrained) by a number of crisp constraints that must be satisfied by an instantiation of the variables. Fuvy CSPs (FCSPs) extend crisp CSPs by introducing a notion of fuzzy constraints that represent fuzzy relations between the constrained variables [I, 2, 17, 181. This allows one to express the degrees to which the constraints are satisfied by a given instantiation of the constrained variables and the priority between the constraints. Typically a solution of a FCSP is a complete instantiation of all the constrained variables that maximizes a degree of satisfaction of the fuzzy constraints with the instantiation.
There are a number of specialized tools for modeling and solving crisp CSPs based on a constraint programming (CP) paradigm [13, 14, 161 such as llog Solver [5] and ]Solver [7] .
Typically they enhance standard 00 programming languages (e.g. C++, Java). with constraint programming capabilities involving explicit constraint specification, efficient constraint propagation mechanisms and powerful solvers for finding solutions of CSPs in an efficient way. Althouah those tools provide highly optimized algorithms-for handling different CSPs (ex. different twes of constrained variables. constraints programming interface (API) for fuzzy constraint programming and a graphical editor (FCSP Editor) for interactive problem definition and solving. JFSolver has already been used in a number of test-bed applications including intelligent agents for e-commerce trading [6, 121. The paper is organized as follows. The basic conccpts of FCSPs are briefly introduced in Section 2. Section 3 outlines the principles of the solving approach implemented in JFSolver. The subsequent section overviews JFSolver. A simple illustrative example of its functionality with the use of its API and FCSP Editor is shown in section 5. Finally section 6 presents concluding remarks and directions of further work.
II. FUZZY CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEMS
In general, constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [13, 14, 161 are defined by a set of variables with the associated domains and a set of crisp constraints relating the variables with the objective of finding an instantiation of the variables that the constraints are fully satisfied at the same time'. Fuzzy CSPs (FCSPs) [I, 2, 17, 181 extend CSPs by introducing a notion of fuzzy constraints that can be partially satisfied. Fuuy constraints are considered as fuzzy relations between the variables and are represented by membership functions defining the degree of constraint satisfaction with the variable instantiations. An assignment satisfies a constraint fully if it is evaluated to 1 and violates a constraint when it is evaluated to 0. The intermediate values represent the degree of partial constraint satisfaction. Examples of fuzzy constraints are presented in Fig. 1 to the fuzzy set. The global fuzzy relation is usually prescribed as a conjunctive combination of the fuzzy relations defined by each fuzzy constraint, i.e. 
SOLVMG FCSF'S
A typical objective of solving a FCSP is to find the entire set of solutions, any solution or the hest solution. As presented in [I, . 2] many CSP solving approaches can be extended to solve FCSPs including heuristic search techniques (e.g. branch&bound, intelligent backtracking) and filtering methods (e.g. FAC3, FPCZ) based on a notion of fuzzy constraint consistency, The degrees of consistency provide an ordering of all possible solutions in respect to the constraint satisfiability in the problem. It should he noted however that such an ordering typically require encoding fuzzy constraints (relations) into a collection of fuzzy singletons from a Cartesian product space that may he impractical for continuous domains andlor leading to a high computational complexity due to a large search space.
In addition it may require optimization and re-implementation of the enhanced algorithms for search and filtering
FCSP = &SP"
where any solution of a CSPa has a satisfaction degree greater or equal to a.
The objective of such a problem is to find a solution at the highest a level CSP, i.e.
maXacSP".
It should be noted that the problem reduces to finding and solving the first feasible CSP" at the highest possible a level rather than solving all C S T . Clearly in the worst case all C S P may need to he tested for feasibility. However detecting infeasibility of a CSP (e.g. via filtering) is usually more efficient than searching for solutions of the CSP, in particular when subsequent CSPa's are tested in the decreasing order o f a levels'.
' It should be noled that in general fuzzy relations can also be aggregated with the use o f other operators such as t-norms and averagcs that will not be considered in this paper.
' CSPo at higher a levels are typically more constrained than ones at lower levels and therefore more likely to be infeasible.
N. OVERVIEW OF IFSOLVER
The above approach has been implemented in JFSolver that is a Java based library developed as an extension of a crisp CP library JSolver [7] . JFSolver models and solves a FCSP as a set of crisp CSPs corresponding to different levels of constraint satisfaction as outlined in the previous section. It considers CSPs according to their order prescribed by a levels starting from the highest level (i.e. 1.0) until the first feasible CSP is found and then solved with the use ofthe mechanisms of crisp constraint propagation and search provided by JSolver. Its solution is a solution of the FCSP with a degree of satisfaction corresponding to its a level.
In general, JFSolver provides the following capability:
Define fuzzy numbers, fuzzy variables and fuzzy constraints (triangular, trapezoidal and customized membership functions) Post arithmetic and relational constraints between fuzzy variables, between fuzzy variables and crisp or fuzzy numbers, and between fuzzy variables and crisp variables. 
V. EXAMPLE
Let us consider an example of a simple FCSP adapted from [I, 21. An university course must consist of seven sessions: x, lectures, xx exercise sessions and x, training sessions. There have to be about two training sessions, i.e. ideally 2, possibly 1 or 3. Dr B prefers to give 3 or 4 exercise sessions and Prof A wants to give about four lectures, i.e. ideally 4, possibly 3 or 5. The preference of Prof A is more important than the preference of Dr B and it is less important than the constraints about a number of the sessions required. This problem can he modeled with a E S P defined with three variables x, E Dc = {O,l, ..., 7), i = I ,2,3 and four fuzzy constraints as follows: Below are examples of some screen shots.
Define fuzzv number aboutmo
The problem can be solved interactively using FCSP Editor. 
VI. c o " L t i S l 0 N AND FUTURE WORK
JFSolver is an experimental toolkit for modeling and solving furzy constraint satisfaction problems (FCSPs) within a framework of constraint programming (CP). It has been developed as an extension of a Java based crisp CP library JSolver to provide an enhanced functionality for handling fuzzy constraints including fuzzy constraint specification, propagation and search mechanisms. JFSolver uses the principle of resolution identity in fuzzy set theory to decompose a FCSP into a union of CSPs at different levels of constraint satisfaction. Then it detects and solves the first feasible CSP with the highest constraint satisfaction with the use of efficient algorithms of crisp constraint propagation and search provided by JSolver. It can also find all solutions of a FCSP and use different algorithms and heuristics for selecting variables and values durine the search.
JFSolver comprises an application programming interface (MI) and a FCSP Editor. API provides fuzzy CP capabilities for developing stand-alone applications and easy integration with other applications in particular in the Web environment. FCSP Editor supports interactive problem definition and solving that is useful in experimenting and modeling problems within a framework of FCSPs.
JFSolver has already been used in a number of test-bed applications including intelligent agents for e-commerce trading [6, 121. It has provided the required flexibility in handling fuvy constraints including representation, satisfaction and relaxation of soft and prioritized constraints that are inherent in many real-world problems. Its overall performance has shown to be good and Java based implementation has proven useful in those applications.
Future work on JFSolver includes enhancemeots 'in its performance and functionality. A numher of improvements related to constraint representation, propagation and solving algorithms and heuristics have been identified in order to optimize the overall performance of JFSolver for different problems. Another area relates to extending functionality of JFSolver for modeling and solving linguistic FCSPs that allow fuzzy and subsequently linguistic instantiations and solutions [9] . It will provide more flexibility and introduce new capabilities for modeling and solving problems according to a methodology of computing with words [9, 191. 
